
Josh Johnson

DAY 1 (0 - 10)

Passing

Comments:

Communicates well with teammates. Great at leading a player to open space. Could work on making quicker

decisions - a couple situations where he missed an easy breakout pass.

8.000.00 10.00

Hockey IQ

Comments:

Sometimes a bit too patient with the puck. Always has a good idea of where his defensive partner is - great at

cycling behind the net and communicating. Should not be afraid of making an easy pass out of the defensive

zone. Sometimes can try to do too much.

Knows when to jump up in the rush, and when to stay back.

8.000.00 10.00

Puck Skills

Comments:

Stick handling could use work. Usually finds a way to get around players when rushing with the puck,

stronger stick handling could make this even better. Could use some work catching passes, seems to panic

with the puck a bit if pressured.

5.000.00 10.00

Physicality

Comments:

Great in corner battles. Not the biggest, but knows how to work with feet and use hands on opponent to win

the puck to a teammate when tied up behind the net. Not afraid to throw a hip check or open ice hit.

9.000.00 10.00
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Skating

Comments:

Crossovers can get a bit sloppy when a shift gets long. Quick feet when racing to a corner puck. Did not get a

chance to see at top speed, except on one rush. Good lateral movement and crossovers.

Backwards skating is among the strongest on the ice. Great at adjusted to a rushing forwards speed, even in

odd man rush situation.

7.000.00 10.00

Attitude

Comments:

Plays with a lot of heart, but that can lead to frustration when a teammate is not doing the same.

8.000.00 10.00

Puck Handling

5.000.00 10.00
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